A nonparametric factor analysis framework is developed for tensor-variate data. The dictionary elements (factor loadings) are inferred as tensors, as opposed to vectors. Our tensor-factor analysis (TFA) framework is developed in the context of the beta-process factor analysis (BPFA) using a nonparametric tensor decomposition for each dictionary element. We extend the multiplicative gamma prior to allow inference of the shape parameter, which can help control model complexity during learning. Moreover, we extend the TFA model to include translation invariance and a multi-layer structure-a deep convolutional TFA. We test our approach on 2D & 3D image denoising, inpainting, and image classification. Our TFA models provide more diverse dictionaries. In particular, TFA provides state of the art results for simultaneous image inpainting & denoising and on the Caltech 101 benchmark.
Introduction
Factor analysis is a widely used latent variable model. It has a long history, and was popularized in an application to psychology (Cattell, 1952) . More recently it has been applied to image analysis and compressive sensing (Zhou et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2010) . Factor analysis allows data to be grouped into "factors" that more compactly explain the data. Generative factor models, the focus of this paper, are particularly attractive because of their ability to handle small sample sizes and missing data. Supervised factor analysis, using the Bayesian SVM (Polson & Scott, 2011) , was also developed in Henao et al. (2014) . Factor analysis has also been applied to count data (Zhou et al., 2011) . Some of the most recent factor models include the infinite factor model (Bhattacharya & Dunson, 2011) , convolutional factor analysis (CFA) (Chen et al., 2011) , and the deep generative deconvolutional network (DGDN) (Pu et al., 2016) . The infinite factor model uses a nonparametric representation to analyze high-dimensional data. CFA extends factor analysis with translation invariance and DGDN has produced image classification results that are competitive with deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) (LeCun et al., 1998) .
None of these factor analysis approaches can model tensor data. They can model vectorized tensors (>3-way) and vectorized matrices (2-way). Convolutional factor models operate on tensor data and use the dictionary elements (factor loadings) as tensors in the likelihood, but do not infer the dictionary elements as tensors. The distinction is important because many applications have tensor data. Real valued tensor data includes grayscale images (2-way), color images (3-way), tomograms (2-or 3-way), and video (3-or 4-way). Social networks can be represented as multiway binary tensors. Text when combined with authors and venues becomes a 3-way count tensor.
We propose a general framework for allowing factor analysis models to operate on tensor data and learn dictionary elements as tensors. Our approach leverages a recent model for tensor decomposition capable of inferring the tensor rank. We formulate our approach in the context of betaprocess factor analysis (BPFA) and show that maintaining tensor structure in the model can improve performance on image classification and processing tasks. We show that our approach can be applied to convolutional and deep factor models.
This work makes four major contributions: 1) we develop a nonparametric framework for generative tensor-factor analarXiv:1612.02842v1 [stat.ML] 8 Dec 2016 ysis (TFA), allowing multi-way structure to be maintained during learning; 2) within this framework four new models are proposed: a multiplicative model, a convolutional model and two deep models; 3) we extend the multiplicative gamma prior, used in the tensor decomposition, by learning the shape parameter for the shrinkage rate so that model complexity is adjusted dynamically during learning; and 4) we show that maintaining tensor structure can improve results in 2D and 3D image denoising, inpainting, and classification-obtaining state of the art results in simultaneous denoising-inpainting and on the Caltech 101 classification benchmark.
Related work
The recent paper Bayesian Tensor Regression (Guhaniyogi et al., 2015) develops a model for regression with scalar responses and tensor covariates. Similar to our goal, they address the problem with vectorizing tensors for use in the model. Their approach employs the Tucker tensor decomposition and they apply the model to 3D MRI images of the brain.
There has been some work applying tensor representations in convolutional neural networks (CNNs). The CANDE-COMP/PARAFAC was used in (Lebedev et al., 2014) to replace the convolutional filters with a low-rank representation. After replacement, the network is fine-tuned. They report only a small drop in accuracy on classification tasks, and a large reduction in computation time. Sironi et al. (2015) give an optimization approach for learning separable filters in a model similar to CFA. They use the 1 -norm to enforce sparsity and the nuclear norm to enforce that the tensor dictionary elements are low rank. They also find that model learning time can be reduced. Moreover, their approach improves model performance. In this paper, we focus on model improvement through tensorization, but the approach for improving computation speed should be applied in future work.
The closely related field of dimensionality reduction has also incorporated tensor data into their models. One of the early approaches sought to find reduced rank approximates of matrix data (Ye, 2005) . Following that, a multilinear PCA was developed (Lu et al., 2008) . These tensordimension-reduction techniques are related, but much more restricted than factor analysis. In factor analysis dimension reduction can be performed, but we often want an overcomplete representation, which is not possible with the highorder SVD.
Because of social media analysis, interest in tensor decompositions has been renewed. Some recent algorithms for Tway tensor decomposition are presented in (Bazerque et al., 2013; Rai et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2015) . The problem being solved in tensor decomposition, however, is different than in factor analysis. In a tensor decomposition there is 1 tensor to be modeled, whereas in factor analysis there are N data items to be modeled simultaneously. It could be argued that the whole dataset in factor analysis is a tensor, but the interpretation of the data through each method will be different.
Preliminaries
2.1. Beta-process factor analysis Given a dataset {x n } N n=1 ∈ R P , the goal of (real-valued) factor analysis is to find a dictionary D ∈ R P ×K and weights {w n } N n=1 ∈ R K such that x n ≈ Dw n . If we choose a Gaussian likelihood, then we have
where n is Gaussian noise. The beta-process factor analysis (BPFA) model , which is used in this paper, is a sparse factor analysis model. It imposes that the w kn should be mostly zero. Sparsity is imposed using the truncated Indian buffet process (IBP) (Ghahramani & Griffiths, 2005) , which specifies the priors for z kn and π k . The BPFA model is specified as
where γ , γ sn have noninformative gamma priors with all hyperparameters set to 10 −6
, the beta prior is nearly uniform with a π = K, b π = 1, and • is the Hadamard elementwise product. Other priors for the dictionary and weights have been proposed in Wang & Carin, 2012; Yuan et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2011) .
Tensor decomposition
If we consider a matrix X ∈ R m1×m2 we can write it as
where
. This is called the singular value decomposition (SVD). A generalization of the SVD to a T -way tensor X ∈ R m1×...×mT is called the canonical polyadic decomposition (PD). The canonical PD is written as
where R M is the maximum rank of tensors in R
, and is the Kronecker product. We will re-fer to λ r as singular values and u (t) r as singular vectors. The maximum rank R M is usually not min t n t like the matrix case. Determining R M for particular set of n t is difficult theoretically, and still an open problem for many cases. Finding the canonical PD of a tensor is also a difficult computational problem. It is possible to find decompositions with a preset R (that could be larger than than the actual rank), these are called CANDECOMP/PARAFAC or polyadic decompositions.
Recently, a statistical model was proposed that can infer the rank of a particular tensor in addition to finding the singular values/vectors. This model is called the multiplicative gamma process CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (MGP-CP) (Bhattacharya & Dunson, 2011; Rai et al., 2014) . The MGP imposes that the singular values should shrink in absolute value as r increases. The MGP shrinks the variance of a zero mean Gaussian (the prior for λ r ), so that for large r the singular value will be near zero with high probability. When a singular value shrinks enough (e.g., λ r < 10
) we assume it is zero. The numerical rank is given by the number of nonzero singular values.
The MGP-CP model is described entrywise with respect to the tensor X . Given a position vector i = [i 1 , . . . , i T ],
is the i th entry of X , where R is the maximum desired rank and i is Gaussian noise. We also use the map x = vec(X ), defined by vec(X ) i1+i2n1+···+iT n1···nT −1 = x i . MGP-CP is specified as
and τ , ω rt have noninformative gamma priors with all hyperparameters set to 10
. The shape parameter α for the MGP is usually set to 2 or 3. If α > 1, the error in
itr converges to zero exponentially fast as R → ∞ (Rai et al., 2014) . MGP-CP is also a fully conjugate model and can be implemented as a Gibbs sampler.
TFA framework
We introduce multiplicative TFA first because it is so closely related to BPFA. We refer to the multiplicative model simply as TFA. Consider a dataset composed of ten-
. We develop a factor analysis model in which the dictionary set {D k } K k=1 is also comprised of tensors. We employ MGP-CP to represent each dictionary element within the BPFA model after vectorization. In this way we maintain the structure of the data in the dictionary. The model is specified as follows:
where P = t n t , d ki is the i th element of D k , and all of the hyperparameters are set as in BPFA or MGP-CP-except for the MGP shape parameter α, which we infer. The prior for α and the hyperparameters are discussed below. We can see that the noise model is elementwise, as it is in BPFA. Moreover, the sum over the dictionary elements, although vectorized, maintains the tensor structure and allows us to select dictionary elements through the IBP. Our model is fully locally conjugate and can be implemented efficiently as a Gibbs sampler. In addition, using other priors for the weights (e.g., Yuan et al. (2014) ) should be feasible.
In order to gain intuition about the model, consider the case when we fix R = 1. Every D k will be rank 1. Then, each data item is a sum of rank 1 tensors. This is a CANDECOMP/PARAFAC where the rank 1 tensors are selected from a dictionary. The rank of the output tensor is determined by the number of nonzero entries in w n (min{nnz(w n ), R M }), which act as singular values. Increasing R yields a similar interpretation except the output tensor may saturate at rank R M more quickly.
Looking more closely at the likelihood for TFA, we can see that the shape of the dictionary element must be matched to the multiplication operation. So, to generalize BPFA into TFA we need the dictionary elements to form the columns of a matrix. For a 2D-convolution model (discussed in detail below), the tensors do not need to be reshaped.
Learning the shape
Our model extends the MGP by adding a prior for the shape parameter α. The conjugate prior for a gamma distribution with known rate β = 1 is given by p(α; a, b)
Although this prior gives straightforward updates, it does not have a closed form. We use numerical integration to perform inverse-CDF sampling. The posterior distribution is strongly peaked and thin-tailed. If b is small, p(α|−) is not skewed. Using the maximum a posteriori (MAP) solution to update α also works well and is simpler.
In the original setting of the MGP-CP, a single tensor is inferred, whereas in our work we infer a set of tensors. Updating α while the model is learned is important because it adjusts the complexity of the dictionary. We choose the hyperparameters a = b = 10
and set the initial value for α = 10
6
. This causes the model to gradually increase from rank 1 dictionary elements up to the inferred minimal rank. Without sampling α, the parameters R and α must be selected manually. In our approach we set R to the expected rank
and let the model learn α. Note that a similar approach was taken in (Rai et al., 2014) , where the rank of the tensor was increased or decreased ad hoc depending on whether the singular values are larger than or smaller than preset thresholds. It could be possible to learn a separate α k for each D k , but separate shape parameters are not explored in this paper.
Illustrative example: 4D-DCT
For this example, we assume the dictionary is composed of the 5 × 5 × 5 × 5 DCT filters. Note that each filter is rank-1 (separable). We generate 500 data samples using normal random weights for S, enforce that only 8 nonzero elements are present in each column of Z and set the noise variance to 0.01. We use the same settings for BPFA and TFA, with R = 1. The dictionary size is K = 625, the same as the number of DCT filters. We ran both models for 100 iterations. Figure 1 shows the learned dictionaries from each algorithm. TFA learns the DCT filters. We find that even when we set R to the expected rank E R = 30, the TFA dictionary elements are low-rank. The BPFA dictionary looks noisy (high-rank structures) while both of the TFA dictionaries have low-rank elements. Another reason the TFA dictionary is less noisy is that the dictionary elements are built from a sum of products of Gaussian draws, which has mild averaging effects.
The RMSE for the three models is given in table 1. We can see from the dictionary and the RMSE that TFA is exploiting the structure of the data. The number of samples is smaller than the dictionary, yet TFA is still able to find a well structured dictionary and achieve a lower error. In fact, TFA with R = 30 nearly reaches the noise floor 0.01. 
Deep Convolutional TFA
In factor analysis the operation used to reconstruct the data is matrix-vector multiplication. If we instead use convolution we define a model with translational invariance, this model is called CFA. In the setting of images we use the 2D (spatial) convolution, and for multi-channel images the convolution is applied separately to each channel. The likelihood for CFA is
which can be used within the TFA framework. Note that the weights W kn are matrices and the data X n ∈ R Nx×Ny×Nc and dictionary elements D k ∈ R nx×ny×Nc are tensors (e.g., N c = 3 for RGB images). Usually, the dimensions of the dictionary elements are much smaller than the image dimensions (n x N x and n y N y ).
are the spatially-dependent activation weights for dictionary element k, image n. More details can be found in Chen et al. (2011); Pu et al. (2014; 2016) . The dictionary elements, although they are tensors, are sampled from a multivariate Gaussian. Thus, we can tensorize CFA by introducing the MGP-CP, just as was done in BPFA.
In a deep architecture, the set of weights {W kn } K k=1 for image n are represented in terms of (different) convolutional dictionary elements. When an L-layer deep model is built, the input of th layer is usually composed of a pooled version of the output of the layer below, the ( −1) st layer. We can formulate this deep deconvolutional model via these two contiguous layers:
The weights W kn in the th -layer become the inputs to the ( + 1) st -layer after pooling. The input tensor X +1 n is constituted by stacking the K spatially aligned X +1 kn . The ( + 1) st -layer inputs are tensors with the third-dimension of size K , the dictionary size in the th -layer. This is deep CFA. When a stochastic unpooling process is employed in (12), and appropriate priors are imposed on dictionary and feature parameters (Pu et al., 2016) , the model developed in (11)-(13) constitutes a generative model for images called DGDN.
Within each layer of the deep CFA and DGDN model we employ the MGP-CP, resulting in deep CTFA and tensor DGDN. The tensor DGDN can also be extended for supervised tasks by connecting a Bayesian SVM (Polson & Scott, 2011) to the top layer weights W L kn (Pu et al., 2016) .
Experiments
In this section we show that maintaining the tensor structure of the data is beneficial in several tasks. We compare against vectorized factor analysis to show that keeping structure can boost performance. All experiments use the default parameters discussed above and none of the parameters were tuned or optimized. The TFA models were implemented in Matlab. All latent parameters, except α, are initialized randomly.
Image denoising and inpainting
Image denoising is a standard image processing task, and BPFA has been shown to produce very good denoising results without a priori knowledge of the noise level . Inpainting is another image processing task, and is a special case of compressive sensing. The goal in the inpainting task is to impute missing pixels. Simultaneous inpainting and denoising has become an important step in scientific image analysis pipelines (Saghi et al., 2015) .
All of the image processing methods discussed are patchbased. The dataset {X n } N n=1 ∈ R B×B×C is extracted from the image on a regular grid where the corner of each patch is separated from the other patches by ∆ × ∆ × ∆ pixels. In these experiments 150 samples are obtained, with the first 40 used as burn-in. The remaining samples are reconstructed as an image, and then averaged to give the final reconstruction. We measure the reconstruction error using the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR). The grayscale and color image experiments were run on a 2.8 GHz Intel core i7, and the 3D MRI experiments were run on a workstation with two 3.3 GHz Xeon X5680s.
Grayscale: For this experiment we perform simultaneous inpainting and denoising on the 256 × 256 Barbara image across several levels of noise and randomly missing pixels. The image size was chosen so that a direct comparison can be made with BPFA. The patch size is 8 × 8 and ∆ = 1. The dictionary size K = 256, and for TFA R = 8 the maximum rank.
The results for the Barbara image are listed in table 2. We find that TFA generally outperforms BPFA. The BPFA results were reported in . The dictionaries learned by each algorithm from the uncorrupted image are shown in figure 2. Similar to the 4D-DCT example the BPFA dictionary looks noisier than the TFA dictionary, but much less than in the example. The TFA dictionary also has a larger variety of structures. The rank (via SVD, with a threshold of 10 ) of the TFA dictionary elements ranges between 2 and 7 with 96% having rank 4 or 5. In contrast, every BPFA dictionary element has full rank.
The results for only inpainting are substantially better than BPFA. TFA gains more than 1 dB in 3 of the cases. For denoising cases TFA also produces superior results. In combined denoising and inpainting TFA performs better than BPFA in all but one case. The average runtime per iteration after burn-in on the uncorrupted Barbara image for both TFA and BPFA is about 13 s. Almost all of the computation time is spent updating the residual, which must be done in both models. The overhead of the the MGP-CP is not noticable in this experiment.
The recent paper Learning Separable Filters (Sironi et al., 2015) also performed denoising on Barbara with σ = 20 obtaining a PSNR of 30.88 dB. Their model is convolutional and they need the noise level, so the comparison is indirect. Another convolutional approach Jin & Ye (2015) , achieved 38.04 dB for 50% missing pixels and 31.34 dB for 20% of the pixels on the Barbara image, but they used a 512 × 512 image.
For the grayscale experiment we additionally show the reconstructed images from the 20% inpainting case in figure 3 and TFA dictionaries for R = 1, 2, 4, 8 learned from the uncorrupted image in figure 4 . The dictionaries clearly show that TFA can enforce different rank and in the higher rank dictionaries TFA learns low-and high-rank elements. Color: In the color image experiment we use the castle image. The patch size is 7 × 7 × 3, ∆ = 1, K = 256, and R = 10 the expected rank. Denoising and inpainting were performed separately.
The reconstruction PSNRs for the castle image are shown in table 3. The inpainting results improve upon BPFA (reported in Zhou et al. (2012) ), and the denoising results are comparable. We also obtain a PSNR of 49.17 dB on the uncorrupted image. The dictionaries learned by BPFA and TFA are shown in figure 5 . Again, the TFA dictionary is more varied. Neither dictionary looks noisy in this experiment. The average runtime per iteration after burn-in on the castle image for TFA is 120 s and 100 s for BPFA. The weights for BPFA are 15% nonzero while TFA has 18% nonzeros, which accounts for part of the speed disparity.
It is likely that TFA is overfitting in the denoising experiments. This is due to the settings chosen for the rank parameter R and the MGP parameters α, a, b. We found that the learned α ≈ 5 for σ = 25, but α ≈ 12 for the 20% missing pixels case. The learned shape parameter shows that the model needed higher rank structures to fit the noisy data. Evidently, allowing high-rank structures for inpainting is helpful, but hinders denoising. A default parameter setting for denoising with TFA needs to be found.
3D MRI: For the last image processing experiment we use the BrainWeb 3D MRI phantom (Aubert-Broche et al., 2006a; . The patch size is 8 × 8 × 8, K = 512, and R = 20 the expected rank. For denoising we set ∆ = 2 and for inpainting we set ∆ = 4.
We also compare to BM4D (Maggioni et al., 2013) , which 
Deep learning
In the next two experiments we test deep CTFA and tensor DGDN. The rank for these experiments was set to R = 1 to minimize training time. Even with such a strong restriction the proposed tensor models outperform the non-tensor models. The hyperparameters for our deep models are set as in (Pu et al., 2016) ; no tuning or optimization was performed.
Caltech 101: We resize the images to 128×128, followed by local contrast normalization (Jarrett et al., 2009 ). The network in this example has 3 layers. The dictionary sizes for each layer are set to K 1 = 64, K 2 = 125 and K 3 = 128, and the dictionary element sizes are set to 16 × 16, 9 × 9 and 5 × 5. The size of the pooling regions are 4 × 4 (layer 1 to layer 2) and 2 × 2 (layer 2 to layer 3). For classification, we follow the setup in (Yang et al., 2009) , selecting 15 and 30 images per category for training, and up to 50 images per category for testing. The training for the CFA and CTFA models is unsupervised, and the top We compare to the hierarchical beta process CFA (HBP-CFA) (Chen et al., 2011) , the pretrained DGDN (i.e., deep CFA), and the DGDN (Pu et al., 2016) . The DGDN models have 3-layers. Other deep CNN models outperform our results in this experiment. However, we are simply showing that using a tensor structured dictionary can improve performance. The results for Caltech 101 are shown in table 5. The one layer CTFA significantly outperforms Deep CFA and is also better than the single layer HBP-CFA. We also find that the 2-layer deep CTFA achieves comparable performance to the deep HBP-CFA using only the top-layer features. The 2-layer HBP-CFA uses both layers of features in the SVM. We also train a 3-layer CTFA and see that the deeper model continues to extract more discriminative features as layers are added. Tensor DGDN provides state of the art accuracy among models not pretrained on ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009 ). MNIST: A two layer model is used with dictionary size 8 × 8 in the first layer and 6 × 6 in the second layer; the pooling size is 3 × 3 and the number of dictionary elements at layers 1 and 2 are K 1 = 36 and K 2 = 152. These numbers of dictionary elements are obtained by setting the initial dictionary number to a relatively large value (K 1 = 50 and K 2 = 200), and removing dictionary elements with low usage.
As in the previous deep learning experiment we are comparing the tensor and non-tensor algorithms. The results for MNIST are shown in 6. The state of the art MCDNN is shown as a reference point. We see that the rank 1 tensor DGDN outperforms DGDN. 
Conclusion
We have presented a nonparametric tensor-factor analysis (TFA) framework. The TFA framework was used to develop four different models: multiplicative TFA, convolutional TFA (CTFA), deep CTFA, and tensor DGDN. The key element in these developments was the multiplicative gamma prior CANDECOM/PARAFAC (MGP-CP), a nonparametric tensor decomposition. The MGP-CP was used to replace the normal prior for the dictionary elements (factor loadings). We also extended the MGP, so that the shape parameter could be inferred, which enables dynamic adjustment of the model complexity during learning.
These innovations were shown to produce dictionaries with a more diverse set of dictionary elements. Furthermore, the experimental results comparing the TFA models to their non-tensor versions showed that maintaining tensor structure during learning can improve performance. Notably, TFA achieved state of the art results on simultaneous grayscale image denoising and inpainting. The experiments in deep learning also show that tensor structure (even with rank 1) can improve performance, obtaining state of the art accuracy on Caltech 101.
There are several lines of future work that could be taken. The first is computational speed, which can be increased using the separable filter approach taken in (Sironi et al., 2015) and by using a minibatch approach such as stochastic gradient MCMC (Welling & Teh, 2011; Gan et al., 2015) or a stochastic variational inference approach (Hoffman et al., 2013; Hu et al., 2015; Sertoglu & Paisley, 2015) . A default parameter setting for denoising also needs to be found, which will improve performance in simultaneous denoising and inpainting-an image processing task that has scientific importance (Saghi et al., 2015) . Finally, the model could be extended for modeling count or binary data, which will allow analysis of social networks and text data.
